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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) supports and extends the so-called

deterministic approach. PSA is not only useful for the design and con-

struction of large and complex systems like nuclear power plants, but

is additionally suitable for the optimization of the operational regimes

of a given plant. The evaluation of the high-level information processing

and data management in a PSA is made possible as a result of the in-

creased computer performance and comprehensive computer programs as

illustrated and discussed in this paper. Special attention is given to

the PC specific evaluation because the realization of new developments

in the context of PSA has been performed to a continuously increasing

extent on Personal Computers (PCs) during the last years. Some de-

tailed descriptions and test results of PC software used for fault

tree analysis are shown. Concluding, a PSA - based on the best avail-

able information processing tools - is highlighted as the only promis-

ing process to design and operate large systems with regard to a mini-

mal risk level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern technology has the tendency to build plants of greater capacity,
complexity, and capital costs. The system operating conditions ha've
increasingly become more complex and the consequences of undesired be-
haviour more severe. As a result, the importance of reliability and safety
assessment of such types of installations has been given more and more
attention i

The so-called deterministic approach is still used for the design and
construction of such complex installations. This approach is also applied
to safety assessments using additional conservative assumptions and safe-
ty factors. Over the past decades there has been a trend from a deter-
ministic to a probabilistic safety assessment. We observe this trend
because the initial deterministic assessment approach may unrealisti-
cally. assume no variability of component, system and operational para-
meters, no stochastic equipment failures nor faulty interactions between
the operating personnel and the system. A deterministic safety assessment
process is normally based on only one set of assumptions. With the help
of sensitivity studies, however, the state of knowledge related to the
safety performance of a system can be expanded.

In contrast to these simplifications of the "real" world, the Probabilis-

tic Safety Assessment (PSA) approach has the potential to process much

more information (e.g. historical data, design and operational data) re-

garding the system, and to generate more results for decision-making

(e.g. consequences, frequencies, uncertainties). It should be stressed

that a PSA supports, not only the optimization process in the design phase

but also the optimization of the operational regimes of a given plant.

This is because a PSA model is based on design data and operational

parameters and therefore suitable for an optimization process.

The utilization of PSA to optimize the design respective to identify weak

points is state of the art today / I / . The adoption of a PSA model as a

tool to optimize the various operational regimes as well as restoration

activities are under development, and are already operating in some

plants / 2 / , / 3 / .
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It is obvious that the evaluation of this high-level information processing

approach in a PSA is only possible on the basis of increased computer

performance, and if a deterministic model - describing the problem - is

available.

One part of information processing in the context of PSA - the evalua-

tion of stochastic component and system behavior - will be illustrated

and discussed in this tutorial paper. The insights are based on the on-

going program development inhouse, on specific tests of a few externally

developed programs and on available program-demos and -descriptions.

The models, methods and programs to be considered were developed and

applied for plant design, safety assessment of existing plants, or

optimization of the operational process of a given plant. Specific

attention will be given to the facts that new developments in this con-

text are mainly realized on Micro-Computers e.g. £ersonal Computers

(PCs) or Workstations (WSs). These systems are easy to be programmed

in a user-friendly way, and therefore the expenditure for familiari-

zation with hard- and software is much smaller as on Mainframe .Com-

puters (MFCs).

The list of items discussed is organized in accordance with a typical PSA

project flow chart. The Post-SMiRT-10-Seminar "The Role and Use of PC's

in Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Decision Making" published in /4 /

should give additional background information in this field. This paper

is an expanded and updated publication of /5 / .

2. PLANT MODELING

The function or the loss of function of a plant is normally represented

by event tree and fault tree logic today /6 / . These representations in-

clude the information which event scenarios are possible, as well as which

component failures have to be considered to be responsible for them. In

this context the completion of two main tasks is needed:

the construction of event trees and fault trees by the system ana-

lyst - supported or unsupported by computer programs

the evaluation and quantification of all the event sequences and

parameters - mainly in terms of probabilities - by computer pro-

grams.
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These tasks and programs are discussed in further detail in the follow-

ing chapters.

2.1 Fault Tree Construction and Quantification

The increasing need to perform PSAs and the continuous call for their

application to different technologies induce a growing interest in stan-

dardized analysis procedures and corresponding computerized systems.

The main aims of the ongoing developments and available prototype systems

are:

to reduce user efforts and costs in non-skilled activities in relia-

bility analysis;

to assure or increase completeness, robustness, repeatability and

to ease an up-dating of the analysis;

to give a formalism and rule-base needed for the analysis process

as well as a documentation of the presently used knowledge base for

effective further improvements and applications.

Expert System technology offers promising perspectives to support these

aims. Existing codes for automatic fault tree construction /7 / have

shown problems-while analyzing real complex systems.

The new generation of such developments e.g. /8, 9, 10/ on the basis of

Expert System technology seems to be a powerful restart to realize the

well known ideas. These computerized systems typically are'used to con-
m *

struct the basic model in reliability analysis, the fault trees:

a knowledge base (KB) including knowledge on the problem domain

informs about facts and rules of how to solve the specific problem;

an inference engine - which is a processor that applies the rules

and facts and the knowledge in the KB - to infer the new knowledge

and to solve the problem.

The initial facts base (FB) includes two types of facts in this context:
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topological facts which describe the system topology;

functional facts which describe mainly the failure consequences and

the failure causes of all the components considered.

The rule base (RB) - also divided into topological rules and functional

rules - normally is an "IF"-"THEN" construction (e .g . IF a. valve is closed

THEN the flow is blocked).

Programs adapted in the computerized process will be used for the final

quantification of an interactively constructed fault tree.

It is evident that the total KB and RB needed is strongly dependent

on the type of system and on the number of different system components.

Therefore we- probably have to develop a specific computerized system for

different types of technical systems to fulfill the ambitious ideas of

the experts in this field.

Z.Z Fault Tree Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of fault trees is normally carried out with

the aid of computer programs. The main methods used can be character-

ized as:

simulative method

or

analytical- method

or . ; .

combinations of both

The simulative method, e .g . Monte-Carlo simulation, is a very flexible and

easy process in which a statistical model is prepared firstly to f i t the

given problem and secondly to simulate the various random quantities with

the aid of a random generator / 1 1 / . In contrast, the results of analytical

methods are fixed quantities which are not subject to any random varia-

tions from the method of computation / 1 2 / .
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The foundation of analytical methods of calculating reliability parameters

is always the structure function /13/ . The structure function S(y) is de-

fined as follows:

S(y) =

with

= { - i f the undesired event { , c u s ..
1 0 does not occur

y = { „ if the u th primary event { .
Jy 0 does not occur

Primary events are functional element failures. The Boolean variable y is

called the status variable of the functional element \i, and

y = (y - , ,y ) the status vector of the system function. There are

various alternatives for representing and determining the structure func-

tion; the most suitable way for large and complex systems is to deter-

mine an approximate structure function by means of minimal cut sets. A

minimal cut set is a minimum and sufficient combination of functional

elements whose failure leads to system failure /14/ . The minimal cut

sets can be obtained by means of the fault tree, using Boolean Algebra

/14/ , or by Simulation.

2.2.1 Mainframe-specific Evaluation

In the last decades a number of programs were developed for a qualitative

and quantitative evaluation of fault trses /15/ . One group of programs is

designed mainly for cut set generation, like FTAP /16/ and SETS /17 / ,

and another group for further qualitative evaluations of, e .g . , time

dependent reliability figures and/or importance measures on the basis

of the cut sets, like FRANTIC /18 / , RISA /19/ . The analytical pro-

cessing of cut sets is normally based on various options such as

top-down, bottom-up or Nelson method /20 / . Modularization of the ini-

tial fault tree is an important prerequisite if this tree is large and

intermeshed. The package LESSEP 1300 / 21 , 22/ was used for French PSAs.
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It consists of a scheduler which handles the data base, the analytical

fault tree code PHAMISS, the Markov process estimator and an expert

system for fault tree generation.

In program packages, like RALLY /23/, different data compatible sub-pro-

grams are included for processing of specific issues. These are (s. f ig.1):

- TREBIL; a preprocessor for data and fault tree logic handling

- TIMBER; for graphical representation and plotting of the fault tree

RATEX; a data base management module

- CRESSEX; for direct simulation of the system considered

- CRESSC; for simulative evaluation of cut sets and analytical pro-

cessing of the reliability figures of the system

IMPORT; for calculation of importance measures

- STREUSL; for simulative and analytical processing of uncertainties

in reliability figures

The following options are available for a modelling of the different

failure behaviors of the various components in RALLY:

- constant failure probability per demand (non repairable component)

- constant failure rate (non repairable or repairable component)

- self detected component

- stand-by component

- various distributions for failure probability, failure rate and repair

time

RALLY is programmed in FORTRAN, implemented on the "Amdahl" main-

frame computer at the GRS, and used for complex fault trees up to 2500

components and 2000 gates of different types (e.g. AND, OR, NOT,

K-out-of-N). As seen in a few test cases (large and complex fault

trees), other programs, like FTAP and RISA, were not able to process

results. The modularization routine was perhaps not sufficient to handle

the complex tree.
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Fig. 1: Structure of the program-package RALLY /23/.

2.2.2 PC-specific Evaluation

As stated earlier the realization of new developments in the context of

PSA has been performed to a continuously increasing extent on PCs

during the last years.

This is caused by obvious disadvantages of mainframe computer codes

which normally are not as userfriendly as PC programs, and which re-
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quire highly skilled personnel. On the other hand PC programs are

normaffy menu-drfven and easy to transport. Thfs Is reason enough for

the PC-specific evaluation of codes, e.g. CARA /24 / , IRRAS /25/,

NUPRA /26/, ORCHARD /27/, PSAPACK /28/, RELTREE /29/, RISA-PC

/30/, SALP-PC / 3 1 / , TREE MASTER /32/.

In nowadays it is a tendency to expand these codes to toolkits including

programs for e.g. data base managements, FMECA analysis, event tree

analysis, cause-consequence analysis, etc.

A more detailed consideration has to be restricted to those three PC

programs that were available and tested at the GRS by the time the paper

was prepared.

We will give a brief survey on the efficiency of the following three

European fault tree documentation and analysis programs:

1) ORCHARD Version 2.02 (analysis qualified demo version), deve-

loped from the Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD)

of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)

2) RELTREE Version 2.0, developed by RELCON AB, Sweden. (RELTREE

7.3 fs the basis for the old NUSSAR and new NUPRA code packages

. marketed by NUS Corporation, San Diego, within the USA.

3) SALP-PC Version 1.0, developed from the Joint Research Centre of

the Commission of the European Communities at Ispra/ltaly.

The software comparison is guided on the one hand by the input and

output facilities and the flexibility and clearness in fault tree

handling. On the other hand software efficiency and probability the-

ory aspects together with reliability modelling facilities are taken,

as a basis for comparison of the above mentioned fault tree analysis

codes on Personal Computers.
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First of all the following hardware and software requirements are necess-

ary to proceed with the comparison:

- IBM PC or compatible

- 640K RAM

- CGA, EGA or Hercules

- DOS 2.1 + .

Recommended, but not necessary are

- Matrix or laser printer

- Plotter (HPGL compatible) for RELTREE and ORCHARD

- Math coprocessor (8087/ 80287/ 80387).

• Fault Tree and Data Input

The most convenient fault tree input is provided by ORCHARD. ORCHARD

allows fault tree symbol selection using the arrow cursor keys or the

mouse. In addition to this the ZOOM Editor command yields an overview

in visualizing large fault trees. You have to leave the graphical edi-

tor to give the data input. In contrast to this/ RELTREE makes it pos-

sible to create generic data bases which contain reliability data and

descriptions for components/failure modes and to connect the graphical

fault tree to a data base when editing a fault tree. The switching be-

tween the program, DOS and an editor in fault tree and data input in

SALP-PCs Consumes a lot of time.

• Output of Results and Fault Tree Plotting

Fault Tree Plotting is recommended by ORCHARD and RELTREE. Using a

pen plotter RELTREE plots show report quality. A successful arran-

gement of the output of the analysis results is provided by RELTREE

and SALP-PC. Taking into consideration that our comparison deals with

"commercial" software .we have to state that clearness in the output of

the fault tree analysis results combined with the graphical impression

of the fault tree is accomplished sufficiently only by RELTREE.
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• Fault Tree Handling

After having created a fault tree you have to "work" with the tree,

i.e. the tasks you have to accomplish are data changes, fault tree

modifications, or merging of several separate fault trees for subsystems

into a one system fault tree. Using RELTREE it is possible to perform

fault tree handling satisfactory. The requirement of switching between

SALP-PC, editor and DOS here again affects adversely.

• Aspects of Modelling

One obvious disadvantage of ORCHARD and RELTREE is the need to spe-

cify a basic event type. The basic event type "repairable stand-by

component with cyclic inspection" cannot be modelled. This is due to

the prevailing employment of the software for nuclear tasks, where

the intervals between inspections are long compared to the duration

of a repair. That means that the mean unavailability is approximated by

inspection interval and failure rate only.

SALP-PC possesses greatest flexibility in fault .tree symbols. Besides

the standard AND, OR and K-out-of-N gates you can model NOT, XOR as

weli as INH (inhibit) gates, which is very helpful in formulating the

logic of a system. i

• Probabilistical Aspects

In evaluating large fault trees it is necessary to use "cutoff va-

lues" before starting the analysis as a sort of fault tree trunca-

tion. All (module) cut sets that have an unavailability lower than a

specified probabilistic cutoff, or - using cutoff by order - all cut

sets that have an order higher than the specified order will be neglec-

ted.

This of course affects the accuracy of the results. RELTREE and

SALP-PC provide the possibility of either using a probabilistic cutoff

or a cut set order cutoff. SALP-PC Version 1.0 however ignores the
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cutoff value when evaluating minimal cut sets. The cutoff values are
only taken into consideration when calculating the truncation error of
system unavailability, and for the representation of the number of cut
sets in the analysis report. When analysing large fault trees this un-
intelligible proceeding by SALP-PC necessarily leads to job abortion,
because the number of cut sets exceeds the set maximum of cut sets.
Hopefully this weak point will be improved in a new version of the
program.

Besides the evaluation of minimal cut sets an advanced fault tree ana-
lysis program should provide the possibility to calculate importance
measures as well as to perform a time dependent analysts. Here
RELTREE works exemplarily, as it calculates top event unavailability,
expected number of failures per hour, expected number of failures over
a time interval, expected time between failures as well as three im-
portance measures (Fussell-Veseiy, risk achievement worth and risk
reduction worth).

ORCHARD is not capable to calculate a measure of importance and

SALP-PC does not provide the calculation of the TOP-event unavaila-

bility at different time points.

The one important advantage of SALP-PC is the possibility to perform

sensitivity analyses. Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis and human relia-

bility analysis are components of NUSSAR-II software that is based on

RELTREE - so it would be an improvement if RELTREE adapted these

modules.

• Software Efficiency Aspects

The three program codes use modularisation of fault trees and the

"top-down" algorithms (SALP-PC: "bottom-up") in evaluating minimal

cut sets. The determination of minimal cut sets for complex fault

trees is a very difficult problem to solve because memory requirements

and execution times usually increase exponentially with the problem

size. A comparison of the speed of the considered algorithms yields

the result that RELTREE is definitely the fastest. The same result

is obtained when analyzing the "power" of the computer codes by de-
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fining power as the maximum size of a fault tree mastered by the pro-
gram. RELTREE reveals greatest power followed by ORCHARD. Another
criteria for comparison is a program's tendency to abnormal endings,
which occur relatively often when using SALP-PC and should be taken as
a hint that improvements on version 1.0 are necessary.

A survey of the comparison is documented in Table 1.
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Tabelle 1: Rating survey on PC programs for fault tree analysis

ORCHARD RELTREE SALP-PC

Input facilities:

• Fault Tree Input

Data 'Input

Output facilities;

Output of Results - ++

Fault Tree Plot + ++

Fault Tree "Handling" facilities:

Flexibility in changing
data/fault tree o +

Clearness fault tree/
data o +

Aspects of modelling:

' Variety in type of gates o o

Variety in type of basic
events

Probabilistical aspects;

Fault Tree Truncation

("cut offs") - o

Sensitivity analysis - .

Choice of reliability
parameters ' - ++

(Technical) Software efficiency
aspects:

. speed of min cut ..
calculation - ++

max. size of fault tree o +

safety to abnormal endings o +

Legend: . ++ very good; + good; o sufficient;
- insufficient; — very insufficient (or faulty)
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3. PROBABILISTIC DATA PROCESSING

In a PSA the problems in question (e.g. system unavailability, structural
reliability) are normally decomposed at a low level of basic events or
basic phenomena for which historical data are available. This data will
then be recomposed to answer the given problems.

Two main types of historical data are needed if we concentrate the dis-

cussion on systems:
i

- .Hardware failure rate data (HFs)including dependant failure data
- l±uman error probability data (HEPs).

As widely recognized, there are three main quantification tasks based on
historical data in the course of the PSA:

t s •

- basic event frequencies (e.g. per hour, or per demand)
- initiating event frequencies (e.g per year)

- human error frequencies (e.g. per action)

Numerous data sources are available for the quantlficatin, but the data is

rarely in the appropriate form required for direct application to the PSA

process /33, 34/.

Plant specific data derived from plant records is the best source of infor-

mation concerning the quantifications questioned, since the safety assess-

ment attempts to quantify the performance of the specific plant. If the

plant specific data is reported and tracked responsibly, the records are

clear and detailed, the unit in question has enough operating history

for the events to be statistically sufficient, and the exposure time and

frequency are available, then the plant data should be utilized. However,

in many situations the plant records are not complete, or the utility does

not process an adequate listing of the plant operating history to justify

the use of the data. In cases where the plant specific data is insuffi-

cient, methodologies are required to apply data from other operating

plants or generic data sources.
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The objective of the data processing for the PSA is to provide a syste-
matic traceable estimate of the different frequencies. A well organized
effort is necessary to find the raw data sources and to coordinate and
reduce these raw sources into a package of data to fulfill the PSA data
needs.

There are two kinds of component failure rates: those associated with the
passage of time and those associated with the stress of demand for a
change in state. For each failure mode of each component in the PSA
models a failure rate can be generated from plant specific sources. A
time related failure rate is estimated as the ratio of the number of
failures of the appropriate component to the time the component is ex-
posed to the demanded function. The demand related rate of failure uti-
lizes the number of demands placed upon the component for the denomi-
nator information. Each component also experiences an average down time
due to corrective maintenance, testing, and other regular maintenance
and surveillance.

Failure and repair records or corrective maintenance action logs are

generally the sources for the number of failures. Using the information

extracted from these logs, failures are classified into the severity

categories of catastrophic, degraded and incipient. Failures that occur

while the plant is not at power operation may or may not be taken into

account for time dependent failure rate calculations, depending on

whether the failure is unique in the non-operating mode. Time exposure

data is generated from plant operating history. The average corrective

maintenance unavailability is calculated using the. number of times

corrective maintenance has been performed and the average time per

maintenance action in the period of interest.

A major portion of the PSA process consists of obtaining relevant HEPs

to provide the basic inputs for performing the Human Reliability Assess-

ment (HRA segment of the PSA). In recent years, however, due to in-

creased activities in determining HEPs, a variety of additional data

sources has emerged (e.g. field dsta reports, training simulator data,

consensus of expert judgement, laboratory experiments, simulation modell-

ing data),
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Another important portion of data management is the processing of data

describing dependent events. In these categories we can observe two

types of events:

- Common-Mode failures, respectively i.e. failures of a similar kind

that occur shortly after each other

- Common-Cause failures, e.g. events involving multiple failures that
are the result of the same or a single cause.

All these categories of data needs for a PSA require specific methodolo-
gies derived from the available plant specific and/or generic data base.

A computerized system is essential to process the raw data and to gene-
rate the data needed for the PSA. The Nuclear Computerized Ubrary for
Assessing Reactor Reliability, NUCLARR, can serve as an example for
an interactive and menu-driven data base management system which
runs on a PC or PC-compatible environment. NUCLARR /34/ was develop-
ed by the U.S. f^uclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to provide the
risk analysis community with a repository of human error and hardware
failure rate data that can be used to support a variety of analytical
techniques for assessing risk. The first generation NUCLARR data is
now fully implemented for processing HEPs and HFs. At present the
following computer added features of the NUCLARR system are fully
operational:

- the application software and supporting programs for modifying,

locating and storing data and cell information

' the capability for aggregation of HEPs and HFs- from the data base

- capabilities for revising the system technology and cell structure
- a computerized generation of the data manual

- the applications of software and supporting programs for retrieval

of data and cell information

- the implementation of user-friendly quick-edit and ad hoc-search

capabilities.

Future tasks involve determining and developing retrieval enhancements

that might increase the usability of the NUCLARR system. It is assumed

that some of these enhancements will include the capability of inter-
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facing the NUCLARR system with other programming applications, such

as other NRC and industry available data bases, and consideration of

additional NUCLARR software modules for processing Common-Cause

failure data.

4. PSA-QUANTIFICATION AND DECISION MAKING

Three user groups associated with NPPs have been identified that can

benefit from PSA:

- Firstly, vendors, utilities and regulatory organizations which have

sponsored plant-specific PSA to examine the adequacies of specific

system design, testing and maintenance procedures, and to assess

the overall safety performance of the plant measured by plant risk

level.

- Secondly, utilities can install upgraded on-site computers and

develop computerized information systems based on a plant-specific

PSA model to optimize plant operation regimes and test and mainte-

nance work with respect to low risk level.

- Thirdly, utilities and .accident management support centers (organis-

ations) can use computerized PSA models for fast generation of

accident progression information, for decision support if different

restoration actions must be considered alternatively, and for dis-

playing the relevant data base in a given situation..

We will give short examples in the following chapters.

4.1 Safety Assessment Support

The construction of the PSA model, which has to be programmed manually,

the quantification with different computer programs and the maintenance

of this mo'del with the system changes and data improvements is a tedious,

time-consuming and sometimes impractical task. If no up-dating is done,

the quality of a plant-specific PSA will usually deteriorate rapidly
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after the study has been completed. Therefore the benefit is very limi-

ted. As a minimal demand a computerized system which processes a living

data base should Include the current system topology and, consecutively,

the fault trees derived from that information, and finally the aggrega-

tion of all the fault trees to a risk model (e.g. core damage frequency

model).

The originally planned development of ORACLE /35/ in the U.S.A.
- based on NUCLARR (data base management), IRRAS (fault tree hand-
ling) /36/ , PRISIM (core melt model) / 2 / , and SARA (consequence
model) is now slightly modified. In this modified version SARA /37/
has taken over the function of PRISIM but SARA does not presently
have any consequence model capability. RISKMAN /38/ also exempl-
ifies the above mentioned aspect.

4.2 Plant Operation Support

The operation of a NPP requires that safety objectives are adequately

satisfied in order to assure the safety of the plant personnel and the

general public. The safety features are installed and - if necessary -

operated for the end of these objectives. As a matter of fact in each

plant there will always be some components that are out of service as

a resu't of faults or scheduled maintenance work. Therefore it is ne-

cessary in day-to-day decisions to judge the optimal restoration, main-

tenance, and operating regimes policy.

There are, of course, pre-formulated instructions based on deterministic
fault tolerance criteria available for some safety cases related to impor-
tant safety features.

Knowing the complexity of the NPP systems, and knowing the present

component outages, of the plants it seems to be impossible to restore

the plant as fast as possible to the lowest risk level without an ade-

quate computerized risk model. The restoration to the lowest risk level

has to take place as fast as it can be managed, because as many additio-

nal faults or inadequate human interactions as possible should be toler-

ated by the plant. This is the basic safety philosophy!
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The ideas and realizations in ESSM /39/, PRISIM /2 / SARA /37/, and

partially in COPILOT /40/ and RAPID /41 / are outcomes of this

philosophy.

The main objectives of three such systems are finally cited from the

authors of the systems.

- PRISIM can be used by operations personnel to evaluate the safety

impact of a realignment in all plant system) it can be used by plant

engineering personnel to investigate a potential design problem and

evaluated modification that will improve plant safety; it can be used

as Risk Monitor to show the current plant risk situation / 2 / .

ESSM assesses the probability of failure of the essential systems

for all the relevant initiating events; it assesses the effects of

all possible combinations of plant outages and plant configurations;

it carries out the assessments quickly, i.e. to enable it to be used

"interactively"; it provides the operator with advice on what plant

should be returned to service from a maintenance state in order to

. optimize the improvement in the overall integrity, i.e. to provide

a maintenance priority function; it provides a separate facility to

enable outages to be planned / 3 / .

- SARA 4.0 provides the capability to examine plant and operational

changes that may have an impact on the overall risk of the facility.

SARA uses the system models system cut sets, dominant accident

sequences and their cut sets as a basis for comparison and as a

starting point for creation of sensitivity analyses. The results

display show side-by-side comparisons of the base case sensitivity

quantifications /37/.

4.3 Accident Management Support

Various computerized systems were discussed (e.g. /42/) or developed in

the last years to support the accident management personnel. Especi-

ally in the field of process engineering we can observe* such activi-

ties. These systems are normally portable on PCs for use in accident

emergencies (e.g. ,/43/).
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The main objectives of these systems are:

- to provide hazardous contaminant and dispersion modelling inform-
ation quickly in case of an emergency,

- to be "user-friendly" for inexperienced users

- to be transported easily, so that the system can either be used in

the office or at the emergency site.

The models were developed mainly for toxic gas emergencies and con-
sequence analysis (e.g. /43, 44/). They yield fast, highest rank in-
formation in cases of accidents involving release of toxic gases such,
as chlorine and ammonia. The releases may occur during storage of the
gases (in ' refrigerated tanks or pressurized vessels), or during their
transportation by ship, track, or train. The calculation on the PC
includes source term evaluations, downwind concentrations (dispersion)
and comparisons of the concentrations with widely excepted standards
such as the lethal inhalation dose (IDLH). The releases dealt with
are of two major types: (1) continual release from gas container or
above liquid level In a liquid container or from, evaporation of spilled
liquid and (2) instaneous release due to e.g. a major rupture in a con-
tainer. Continuous release can be evaluated using a Gaussian gas model,
whereas instantaneous release is evaluated using either the simple gas
model or a heavy gas model which considers phenomena such as gravitat-
ional slumping of the cloud.

The results are displayed in tabular and graphic forms, in support of

these calculations the programs normally include quite a large data base

encompassing some hundred different chemicals, for each of which the

important physical and chemical parameters are listed as well as

descriptions of their behaviour under fire conditions. The listed para-

meters play a role in the modelling of the source term and the dis-

persion of the gas.

With such computerized models and portable PCs the accident mai gement

personnel can be supported with the actual calculated dispersion and

dose rates directly at an emergency site.
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4.4 Living PSA

If a PSA model will be updated according to plant modifications ( e . g .

system configuration), actual operational plant regimes ( e . g . test

intervalls) and operational experiences ( e . g . failure modes and/or data)

than the term "Living PSA" is widely used today. / 45 / Examples for such

developments or utilized programs are:

The SAIS (Safety-Analysis-Information-System) / 4 6 / is a software system

support Living PSA. The system consists of the fault tree evaluation

code RISA / 1 9 / , the relational data bank UNIFY to store the safety

relevant information and a number of software tools to prepare new

calculations after changes in the data base.

The SUPER-NET / 4 7 / integrated code package for reliability and risk

analysis, has since 1987 been available In the NORD- and VAX-mini-

computer environments. The following functions (interacting programs)

are included in SU *ER-NET:

- fault tree handling ( input, editing, modification)

- minimal cut set generation and evalution

uncertainty analysis

- sensitivity analysis including importance measures

- time-dependet analysis

life cycle cost (LCC) analysis.

During 1989 the package was transferred to PC-environment and simultan-

eously significant improvements were implemented. An increased capacity

and efficiency of the program for cut set generation and evaluation,

new options for sensitivity analysis, extended possibilities for graph-

ical presentation and more userfriendly menues were realized. These

improvements enhance the applicability of SUPER-NET in the "Living"

PSA context. In addition, handling of event trees is presently being

implemented.

An other software package, used for the French 1300 MW NPPs PSA is

LESSEPS 1300 / 2 1 / . Also this tool will be used in future to update PSAs

e.g . every two years. This package computes:
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- the failure probabilities of the system missions,

- the probabilities of accident scenarios,

the sensitivity to data

The LESSEPS 1300 software consists mainly of:

- a data base (e.g. dependability data, operating conditions),

- programs to assess elementary models: PHAMISS for fault trees,

ISA for event trees and MARK SNIP and GSI for states graphs,

- a master program (the scheduler) for model sequencing and to assess

to the data base,

- an expert system to assess certain safety systems using artificial

intelligence techniques: EXPRESS /8 / for thermo-hydraulic systems

and EXPGSI for electrical systems.

< i

LESSEPS 1300 runs on an IBM 3090. It takes a few hours to compute the

whole PSA study. The software is described in detail in reference /22/.

The last version of NUPRA /48/ - including an event and fault tree

handling and calculation system - should be categorized also as a tool

for Living PSA.

As a final example for Living PSA tools the Finnish SPSA Package /49/

should be mentioned. This PC compatible tool has the capability to

handle event trees, fault trees, a data base, a note book, hypertext

and picture files.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

- A great number of computerized models for system reliability analyses

for mainframe computers (MFC) are available and successfully used in

many countries for PSA work by practitioners. In a few cases - if the

system model (fault trees) is very large, complex and intermeshed -

some codes are not able to generate results.

In the last decade one can observe a strong tendency to use PCs

or WSs instead of MFCs in the .field of PSA. The development of

PC software in fault tree analysis proceeded very fast during the
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last years, so that we now succeed in analyzing medium-sized fault

trees. Nevertheless should, for example, the maximum fault tree

sizes given in the manuals be treated with caution, as they indicate

only technical (formal) limitations. One of the real problems in

nuclear industry - one that lead us to a fault tree with 134 com-

ponents and 177 gates - could not be analyzed by any of the tested

PC programs.

Having analyzed the state of the art of PC software in fault tree

analysis we conclude that for very large and intermeshed fault trees

(>1000 basic events, >1000 gates as arisen during the German Risk

Study on Nuclear Power Plants - Phase B) we still depend on bulky

mainframe codes, like RALLY /23/. Hopefully the progress of PC soft-

and hardware will increase in such a way that perhaps in 5 to 10

years we will have the possibility of running a large risk study

solely on a PC.

The Expert System technology offers realistic possibilities to

construct interactively reliability models for modest systems (e.g.

fault trees) on the basis of a consecutively improved knowledge

base (e.g. /8 , 9, 10/).

Some integrated and advanced packages are under development or in

the test phase to assess system reliability or the plant risk level

not only in a "static", but also in a "living" way. These packages

depend on the real system status, and are updated with the cu-rent

system configuration and relevant data base. (e.g. /36, 48, 49/)

Reliability or risk level "monitors" are mainly designed as a "sup-

portive tool for the operators because a NPP should not only be

designed but also be operated and maintained at a minimal risk level

(e.g. / 2 , 39, 51/).

A few computerized systems are designed or realized to support

accident management decisions with risk oriented data and calcu-

lation outcomes (e.g. /43, 47/).
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The challenge for all safety engineers is to design and operate

large systems, like NPPs, with regard to a minimal risk level.

This can only be achieved successfully by a Living PSA based on the

best available information processing and updating tools (indepth

discussions see also /50/) .
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